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The Littlest Hedgehog Pattern 

  

 
This little creature is a wonderful “in-between” project because it is quick & cute.  Its small 
size makes it a perfect pattern for those who are proficient at basic knitting but are still a bit 
overwhelmed by larger pieces.  Intermediate Beginners may need some help with the 
decreases & seaming. 

TOOLS 

• Knitting Needles  3.5 mm (UK size 9, US size 4) = body 
   3.25 mm (UK size 10, US size 3) = nose (if using a finer yarn for face) 

• Yarn Needle 
• Sharp Scissors 
• OPTIONAL   Stitch markers (to mark your decreases - not necessary but they can  

   make it easier for a beginner to remember when to decrease) 
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MATERIALS 

• Stuffing - preferably wool or cotton batting 
• Yarn   - DK (double knitting) or Worsted Weight wool or wool blend 

   - small amount of dark or medium dark brown  
   - small amount light tan or dark crème    
 

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS 
 
This  little hedgehog is only 1.5” (4cm) high & 2.25” (6cm) long. 

SKILLS: 

NOTE:  This hedgehog can be a nice challenge for a late Grade 1 or early Grade 2 knitter or a ½ 
hour or so of knitting for anyone who knows how to knit & purl (Intermediate Beginner+).  

Stitches 
 Garter (knit every row) - body 
 Stocking (knit one row, purl one row - repeat) - face 

Decreasing 
  k2tog = knit 2 stitches together knitwise (decrease slants right) 
  ssk     = slip 1 stitch to right needle, slip next stitch in same way, then insert left  
   needle  into these stitches & knit them together (decrease slants left) 
  NOTE: by using both of these decreases they will slant in towards the nose 
 
Increasing 
  M1 = make a new stitch by knitting into the front & back of the stitch 

Stuffing 
  
  - if your stuffing is light coloured - do not stuff TOO firmly or it will show through the 
   dark body 
  - if your stuffing is dark coloured - see above - you don't want it to show through the  
   light face 

Seaming 
 
 Stitch together using the Mattress Stitch (or use small overcast stitches taking a stitch from  
 side & then the next). 
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Construction: 

* Cast on 6 stitches loosely using dark brown 
 
ROW 1  -  KNIT 
ROW 2  -  Increase row * M1 * repeat to end = 12 sts  
ROW 3  -  KNIT  
ROW 4  -  Increase row * M1, K1* repeat to end = 18 sts 
ROW 5  -  KNIT 
ROW 6  -  Increase row * M1, K2* repeat to end = 24 sts 
ROW 7  -  KNIT every row 5 times = GARTER stitch until row 12 
ROW12  - Decrease row *ssk, K2* 3 times then *K2TOG, K2* 3 times = 18 sts 
 
---       CHANGE to lighter colour & smaller needle if you are using a finer yarn for face 
 
ROW 13 -  PURL = Stocking stitch the rest of the face 
ROW 14 -  Decrease row *ssk, K1* 3 times then *K2TOG, K1* 3 times = 12 sts 
ROW 15 -  PURL 
ROW 16 -  Decrease row *ssk* 3 times then *K2TOG* 3 times = 6 sts 
ROW 17 -  PURL 
ROW 18 -  KNIT 
ROW 19 -  PURL  
       Cut working yarn, leaving a 8”(20 cm) tail. 
 

Seaming  
 
Using yarn needle, thread tail through remaining stitches on the knitting needle one at a time & 
gather tightly. Secure with a knot inside nose & then begin sewing seam from the tip of the nose 
using a mattress stitch with the work right side out.  Stop about ¾ of the way down the body & add 
small stitches of the dark brown for eyes & a small nose, tie them off inside the body so that the 
knots are hidden. 
 

http://handworkhomeschool.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/dollhat2.jpg�
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Stuffing 

* See NOTE above. 
Use small tufts of roving to stuff hedgehog, making sure to push enough down into the nose so that it 
is firm.  Continue stuffing the body (almost a little bit too full) & then thread the yarn through the 
original cast on stitches at the back of the body & pull up tight to form a rounded back end. 

Gently mold the body so that there is a flat spot on the bottom & so that the nose curls up just a bit! 
 
 

Customizing Tips: 

You can add a little bow or row of lace around the face to make a girl hedgehog or a tiny hat to make 
a Daddy.  Use non-hedgehog colours to make fairy hedgehogs! 

Added Challenge: 

By changing the type of yarn you use, you can make the hedgehog fuzzier.  This will make the project 
more difficult as textured yarns make it hard to see the stitches.  
 
For intermediate beginners, it might be best to make a plain one first to understand the pattern & 
practice the increasing & decreasing. 

Happy Making ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Littlest Hedgehog is a Handwork Homeschool knitting pattern. 
 

This pattern is intended for private or non-profit use ONLY. 

http://handworkhomeschool.wordpress.com/2013/04/29/sweet-waldorf-doll-hat-a-free-knitting-pattern-from-handwork-homeschool/�
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